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Task 1 (2 sessions) 

Read the letter that has been sent to the teachers regarding the wooded 

area. The proposal to the school is whether they would like to replace the 

wooded area with an adventure playground. Can you think of positives 

and negatives of each area? What are your reasons for this? Begin writing 

a debate to persuade Mr Davies to either keep or get rid of the wooded 

area. You must introduce yourself and explain your opinion. Use a 

further 2-3 paragraphs to make a point, support it with evidence and 

explain. Lastly, write a strong conclusion by commanding Mr Davies to 

take action. TIP: Remember to include high modality words, emotive 

language and commands throughout your entire debate! 

 

Task 2 (1 session) 

Reading fluency and comprehension. Read ‘People of the Rainforest’. What 

made your reading fluent? Consistent pace, not too slow or fast, including 

all punctuation, correct intonation and expression, pauses when needed. 

Are there any words you don’t understand? Merely, torrents, prey, 

hesitation, tilapia. Read ‘People of the Rainforest’ again. Did you read 

fluently? If struggling, focus on one aspect to improve. Recap on words 

that were unfamiliar at first. Answer comprehension questions on pack 

provided, in FULL sentences. If I take the question away, I should be 

reading a fact from the text or an inference related to it. 

 

Task 3 (1 session) 

Reading fluency and comprehension. Read ‘Gary’s Big Adventure’. What 

made your reading fluent? Consistent pace, not too slow or fast, including 

all punctuation, correct intonation and expression, pauses when needed. 

Are there any words you don’t understand? Vantage, acre, dense, 

vegetation, horizon, fronds. (Continued on following page) 
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Task 3 (continued) 

Read ‘Gary’s Big Adventure’ again. Did you read fluently? If struggling, 

focus on one aspect to improve. Recap on words that were unfamiliar at 

first. Answer comprehension questions on pack provided, in FULL 

sentences. If I take the question away, I should be reading a fact from the 

text or an inference related to it. 

 

Task 4 (1 session) 

Write a letter to Miss Begum describing what you have been doing 

throughout the week. Can you summarise your days/events? What have 

you enjoyed the most/least and why? Use the Emotive and Persuasive 

word mat to help you include some strong vocabulary. 

Try to include the following features:  

 address of Melton Primary School 

 your home address 

 a greeting 

 the full date 

 closing sentence  

 a signature 


